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Only through the people's own struggles and efforts can their emancipation be achieved, maintained and consolidated. It cannot be bestowed or granted by any outsider. Nor can it be fought for or secured through the efforts of anyone except the people themselves.

Lio Shao-ch'i
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Saturday May 23
LOCAL NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEWS

State lawmaker Robert M. Lawton of Meredith has charged the University of New Hampshire with becoming the center for high treason. The Republican Representative said yesterday May 21, the appearance of the "Chicago Three" and the arrival of the "Black Panthers on the Durham campus...in his words...proved beyond any doubt" the need for a special session to deal with student unrest. Lawton said...I have learned that the Black Panthers have arrived at UNH and held workshops to advance their program which advocated violence and murder. "In my opinion," Lawton said, "this situation at UNH proves beyond any doubt the urgent necessity for an immediate special session of the legislature to deal with the crisis." The Manchester Union Leader has reported the presence of out-of-state Black Panthers on the campus.

Meldrum Tomson charged Gov. Peterson has no solution for freeing the University of New Hampshire campus of what he called "Hard Core Militant Bums." Thomson said Peterson has done nothing to protect decent students from disruption. He said the presence of members of the Black Panther Party at campus workshops plus the appearance of the Chicago three May 5 are ample reason for holding a special session to deal with campus unrest, saying "Tragically the events of each passing day add new reasons for the legislature to meet in special sessions." Thomson said in view of the poorly drafted legislation of the Peterson administration Attorney General Warren Rudman is in no position to criticize his proposals to deal with campus unrest.

Governor Walter Peterson today assured Manchester Union Leader Publisher William Loeb that newsman and the general public will be assured free access at UNH. Peterson directed attorney general Rudman to personally make arrangements to assure freedom of access on the campus.

The Attorney General arrived on campus along with Arthur Egan and Joe McQuade of the Union Leader and a few other reporters and Pres. McConnell. They were greeted on the steps of the Union. The group then went to the WSBE building where the Union Leader reporters had hoped to interview John Clea, Dean of the Business School. Dean Clea, however, is on vacation. McConnell explained to Mr. Egan that workshops are essentially the same as classes.

A NON UPI VIEW...

A VISITATION FROM THE DISTINGUISHED PRESS!

Reporters from Mr. Loeb's paper and from Foster's Daily Democrat visited our Union today May 22, the reason for the visit is yet to be determined. The students here made them welcome and greeted them at the front door with smiles and waves. The Revolutionary Clee Club dragged out some old favorites, such as God Bless America, America the Beautiful and the Battle Hymn of the Republic to make them feel WELCOME. Then the students from the reception line shook hands with our distinguished guests. After they milled around in the lobby of the Union to a chorus of "America the Beautiful OUR GUE STS left to view the Wittemore School of Business Building, were they were also warmly greeted. A good time was had by all.

As some may have noticed the Student Protest Show is finally assembled and was opened Thursday at 11:00 AM. At the 2:00 two Federal Agents from the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Division, US Treasury Dept. came in and permanently confiscated our defunct, old, rusty, bar-oka donated by a friend. Blieve it or not...
CASTELIKE STATUS OF WOMEN AND.BlACKS

1. High Social Visibility
   A. Skin color, other "racial" characteristics
   B. (Sometimes) distinctive dress (and manners)

2. Ascribed Characte\r
   A. Inferior intelligence, smaller brain, less convoluted, scarcity of genius.
   B. More freein instinctual gratification.
      More emotional, "primitive" and child-like. Imagines sexual prowess en-
      vied.
   C. Common stereotype "inferior."

3. Rationalization of Status
   A. Thought all right in his place.
   B. Myth of contended Black

4. Accommodation Attitudes
   A. Limitation on education; should fit "place" in society.
   B. Confinement to traditional jobs—barred from supervisory positions.
   C. Deprived of political importance
   D. Social and professional segregation.
   E. More vulnerable to criticism.

5. Discriminations
   A. Suppilatory whining intonation of voice.
   B. Deferential manner.
   C. Concealment of real feelings.
   D. Outwit "white folks."
   E. Careful study of points at which dominant group is susceptible to in-
      fluence.
   F. Fake appeal for directive; show of ignorance.

(From "Women as a Minority Group" by Helen Hacker, in Social Forces, Vol. 30, p. 65.)

YOU DON'T HAVE A REVOLUTION IN WHICH YOU LOVE YOUR ENEMY. AND YOU DON'T HAVE A
REVOLUTION IN WHICH YOU ARE BEGGING THE SYSTEM OF EXPLOITATION TO IMPRISON YOU
INTO IT.

ON THE LABOR FRONT

Construction and building trades workers here joined other sections of the labor movement in a hard-hitting message to President Nixon calling for an end of the war now.

Titled "We've Had It," the statement was signed by 451 trade union leaders and was published as a full page advertisement in both the "San Francisco Chronicle" and the "Examiner."

The statement is contradictory to support expressed by AF of L-CIO President George Meany for the war and Nixon's war policy. The statement bluntly states that in the light of President Nixon's record of broken promises "all we can say is—we don't believe you!"

The statement concludes: "We want out of Cambodia—now; we want a cease-fire—now; we want out of Vietnam—now. We've had it!"

CONCORD

TWENTY-year-old Charles Calverie of Northampton, N.H., was placed on six months probation and fined $100 Thursday on a charge of desecrating the American flag. Calverie was arrested by police at the Greater Pittsburgh Airport last September 12th for having an American flag sewn to the seat of his pants. He was convicted February 9th at a non-jury trial before Judge Robert Tial.

CONCORD, ONCE AGAIN

Attorney General Warren Rudman said Friday that Melvin Thomson's attempts to tamper with N.H. law are what he called "the ultimate in political opportunism."

Rudman said that Thomson is going around this state misleading many people by suggesting that the Legislature of the State of New Hampshire can amend the Constitution of the United States."

The Attorney General said that if Thomson does not realize the law must meet Constitutional standards then, "this law book publisher should spend less time talking and more time reading his own publications."

COLUMBUS, OHIO

The chief of the Ohio National Guard has predicted that more college students and administration officials will be killed if campus violence does not end. General S.T. Del Corso says he's afraid there'll be more killings. That there isn't any such thing as a peaceful demonstration.

NEW JERSEY

The newly appointed commander of the New Jersey National Guard—Major General William Sharp—says any troops who fire without orders at demonstrators and kill someone, would be guilty of murder.

OHIO

National Guardsmen—with loaded weapons—patrol the Ohio State University campus Friday.

They were ordered in by Governor James Rhodes to maintain order and keep away "outside agitators" blamed for instigating violent disorders in support of a student strike.

The University President vows to keep the school open.

Of the 5,000 Guardsmen ordered in to Columbus, between 300 and 400 patrol the campus, while 4600 more remain encamped at the state fairgrounds, 5 miles away.

At least 10 persons were injured in disorders Thursday, and 50 persons were arrested.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FLICKER PICTURE DEPARTMENT: Presenting 4 films from NEWSREEL!! BOBBY-an interview with Bobby Seale during his stay in prison. AMERIKA, PEOPLE'S WARANDMAY DAY! ALL OUT OF SIGHT FLICKS

WORD FROM UNDO: Union for national Draft Opposition is planning action!! Members and all those interested meet in the Memorial Union Lobby at 9:30am Monday morning. The Selective Service System is one of the most overt organisms of control and oppression that the Federal government has had at its disposal. UNDO is trying to bring together existing draft opposition and resistance organizations in a united effort to eliminate the SS. Starting Monday, a concentrated effort will be made to close the Dover Local Board No. 9. (This should be simple; there is one full-time secretary and one part-time secretary). Tactics will be entirely non-violent and entirely legal. People are needed for research, phone duty, typing etc. Workshops and Learn-As-You-Act programs are scheduled later in the week. It is time to get together and recognize the enemy and DO something about it!!!

I WANT TO GET SOMETHING DONE: I want to get something done. I want to see direct action in our nation al view. To get anything accomplished, we need a vote. A meeting will be held 7PM Monday in the Strafford room of the MUB for every one who wants direct action in the lowering of the voting age to 18. Let's get something done.

THE CIA HAS COME TO THE COMMUNITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE AND NEEDS YOUR HELP: (Community Information Association, that is...) In an effort to consolidate the energies, resources and manpower and to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort of two groups working for similar goals, the Community Action Committee and the Committee for an Unbiased Press have merged to form the Community Information Association. Its purposes are threefold: 1. Publications- to publish a weekly newsletter to be distributed throughout the state and, as a more long range goal, to formulate plans for( or determine the feasibility of) the creation of an alternative news source for New Hampshire--ie--a statewide weekly newspaper which adheres to the highest journalistic standards of truthful reporting and which concerns itself with statewide political, social, economic, and educational issues.
2. County Coordination-- to create a tight-knit organizational and informational network throughout the state utilizing counties (plus four major cities) as a base for grassroots organization and information gathering--this network will be used to gather news and data from these counties, to reach residents via the newsletter and some personal contact and to set up some kind of operational base to be used for any further political action or community action projects.
3. College Liaison-- to maintain close contact with all other colleges in New England and New Hampshire and to enlist their cooperation and manpower in the maintenance of the CIA Network. CIA needs your help. Committed students: both those returning to their home towns and those staying in Durham-- are needed to carry out CIA activities during the summer. (City/County coordinators with time, enthusiasm organizational ability and access to transportation will be especially crucial to the success of the program.) For further information or to volunteer your services come to the CIA office in USSE or call 862-2740.

ROTC WORKSHOP—meets daily in the Senate—Merrimack room of the MUB at 3:00 PM.
MORE ANNOUNCEMENTS

AHA! A WORKSHOP!!

1:00 PM Tuesday, May 26, in the Senate-Merrimack Room of the MUB

FEMALE LIBERATION --- BY MALES FOR MALES --- get that...

Come - you may learn something you didn't know before!

Monday Workshop
Third world Movements, "Discussion on -South Africa." C.: Art Milner
will lead the discussion. 3:30 PM in the Merrimack Room of the MUB Monday.

A VERY SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Nightly guerrilla tactics games are being held on Freak Hill of the MUB.
Friday nights game saw a thrilling contest of CAPTURE THE FLAG. All went well
until everyone (mostly Vicki) decided not to fight any more and anarchy took
over. If you are interested in these important games, and want to build up
your wind for the real contest ahead, come nightly at around 9.